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An exhibion in which arsts respond to Oxford University Mathemacal 
Instute’s collecon of models of geometric surfaces.

Illegimate Objects



Sylvester's collecon of models

The Mathemacal Instute's library of plaster
and metal/string geometrical models was 
probably started by JJ Sylvester late in the 
th century. Our collecon, a small subset of
the many hundreds of designs that were 
made, is showing its age. The silk threads of 
the metal/string ruled surfaces (a ruled 
surface is one made up of straight lines) have
perished and their frames are corroded. The 
plaster models bear the traces of handling, 
use and careless storage. Nevertheless they 
link us with our predecessors: students, 
teachers, researchers. They are part of our 
history and tradion.

What were the models used for, and why
were they made? Many famous names -- 
Klein, Kummer, Clebsch, Weierstrass and 
others -- had a hand, while Brill, and then 
the Austrian firm of Schilling, made them. 
Research was certainly one impulse. Model 
development was intertwined with that of 
algebraic geometry, where the then new 
subject of abstract algebra met geometrical
and analycal ideas that were far older.

To take a simple example, the ancient 
Greeks knew that the familiar 'conic 
secons' (circle, ellipse, parabola, 
hyperbola) are unified in that they all 
result from different planar slices of a 
cone. With the advent of coordinate 
geometry came a new perspecve, that 
these curves were all different cases of 
the single degree- equaon 

ax + bxy + cy + dx + ey + f =          ()

in the (x,y) plane.  



The analysis of equaon () is as much a 
queson of algebra as it is of geometry; the 
key point is that it reveals a way to unify 
apparently different objects, and this is a 
crucial aim of mathemacs. 

A natural step for any mathemacian is to 
generalise -- to embed a problem in 
something larger. One way to do this to 
equaon () is to bring in a third independent
variable z, so terms involving z, xz, yz and z 
also appear. Instead of a curve in a plane, we
have a surface in three dimensions. Euler 
classified these quadric surfaces into 
ellipsoids, hyperboloids and paraboloids
(with a few special cases), all represented
in our collecon.

Another way to generalise () is to allow 
higher powers of x or y, such as cubic terms 
like x or xy. Even for cubic plane curves  
(no power higher than ) new phenomena 
immediately arise: for example, the curves 
can cross themselves or have sharp cusps. 
Cusps are examples of singularies, of 
especial interest as they delineate the 
boundary between two different types of 
behaviour (eg, a curve with a loop and one 
without).

A third generalisaon is to allow x, y and z to
be complex numbers, involving the square 
root of  – . This is much harder to explain 
simply but it is an extraordinarily powerful 
idea whose repercussions are central to 
modern geometry. 

Many of our models illustrate combinaons 
of generalisaons, such as  looking in three 
dimensions and allowing third or fourth 
powers. There are many special cases with    



singularies which must have helped 
enormously both in developing and in
communicang the emerging theory of cubic 
and quarc surfaces. Other models illustrate
ideas from the (then also new) subject of 
differenal geometry; for example, geodesics
(curves of shortest distance between two 
points) inscribed on an ellipsoid. 

The models eventually fell out of use for
research. The mathemacs had moved on: by
a process of creave incorporaon the study
of cubic and quarc surfaces was subsumed
in a more sweeping generalisaon sll. 
Instead, they were used for teaching; in those
pre-computer days, a glass cabinet of models
was to be found in many a mathemacs 
department. (A -d printed surface now costs
a few pounds; the original cost hundreds of 
pounds at today's values.)

But mes changed, and the th century
mood for rigour and abstracon, exemplified
and driven by the work of the highly 
influenal French group Bourbaki – so 
transformave of research, so opposed to 
informal, intuion-based proof or teaching, 
so distrusul of diagrams -- consigned the 
models to the store cupboard. 

We can easily see the limitaons of the 
models. The plaster ones are, as it were, casts
of the 'interior' of a surface. The one-sided 
view they show may hide  internal structure, 
a limitaon brilliantly overcome in the 
cut-away model of the two-sheeted Fresnel 
surface (which, like may other surfaces, was 
inspired by an analysis of light propagaon). 
They are necessarily approximate. Perhaps 
these limitaons offer openings to the arst, 



to go beyond the ideal (maybe therefore 
sterile?) perfecon of the mathemacal 
surface. Certainly many, many arsts have
drawn inspiraon from models like these.
Barbara Hepworth, for one, saw and was
impressed by a collecon of models 
(probably ours) in Oxford in the . I am 
delighted that this tradion, too, connues 
in Illegimate Objects.
 
Sam Howison
Head of Department, 
Mathemacal Instute

For more informaon on the models, see 
www.maths.ox.ac.uk/about-us/history/models-geometric-surfaces







Elaine Le Corre

D and D threaded works
Paper and coon thread. 

A series of experimental pieces that explore
replacing the original geometric solids’ aim 
of creang a D version of a mathemacal 
equaon, with the use of a text or sequence
of chance numbers as the basis for the 
threading.



Tim Ellis 
www.mellis.org 

. Formaon
Copper, stone, coral, aluminum, brass, 
oak, mdf, acrylic and glass

In response to the solids, I invesgated their 
relaonship to early modernist sculpture and
the arsts (Gabo, Hepworth & Moore) who 
first studied and were influenced by these 
forms. The solids themselves are 
characterized by complex sweeping forms, 
punctuated by straight lines and angles. 
Using materials associated with modernism, 
small unsystemac-seconed maquees,
emphasising discord and balance were 
produced in response.

Bella Easton 
www.bellaeaston.co.uk

These graphite drawings and oil painngs
form part of a new series of work that 
invesgates order and glitch through 
fabricated landscape. Easton resurrects these
‘illegimate objects’ like buried relics  from 
the past by arranging them into a theatrically 
lit se ng. The images are further overlaid 
with synthesized lens flare to construct 
ethereal landscapes. A scratched, disturbed 
space forms together from fragments, giving 
clues and suggesons to the source. 
The ‘Congregaon’ series connues her 
ongoing interest for chirality where grid and
image combine to form symmetrical 
composions.
 



Gabrielle Hoad          
www.gabriellehoad.co.uk

The Luminous Envelope

This photographic series was made in 
response to Fresnel's Wave Surface, which 
describes the propagaon of light in an 
opcally biaxial crystal. The crystal's 
molecular structure causes light to reflect 
and refract in predictable ways, and the 
university's model offers a 'snapshot' of this
wavefront as it radiates from the centre. The
model renders the behaviour of light as 
solid, interlocking, plaster objects. 
The Luminous Envelope sets out to invert that 
process by dissolving tangible objects (cubes, 
cones, crystals) into zones of light. Techniques
used to make the images incorporate 
polarisaon, a phenomenon employed in the 
study of crystals. 

Sally Howkins 
www.artspace-kingham.com

Congruent and non-congruent forms

Responding to the geometric models, their 
complex meaning and manufacture, I began
looking at the shapes, straight lines and 
measurements in everyday objects. Looking
for parallels to the collecon within these 
seemingly arbitrary shapes and designs, I 
have explored their internal spaces, dissected
their forms, and experimented with pping 
points and points of contact.



Iavor Lubomirov
www.iavor.co.uk

Outsider Maths

Outsider Maths is about impostor 
syndrome. It sits amongst the plaster 
objects underpinning this exhibion, 
wearing their colours and sporng a 
genuine label, but is obviously a cuckoo. 
Even its equaon is a put-on – it could be 
taken for an ellipcal torus, but its 
horizontal cross-secon is composed of 
four co-tangenal quarter-circles (an old 
trick used by frame makers).

A table is being laid, one figure places a jug, 
the other is cleaning up something spilled. 
Objects strewn across the surface of the table
are gradually becoming organised. The 
subject maer references art made in the 
Ancient Greek world and depicts the work of
two servants. My drawing is about a way of 
looking at history where imagery is 
interpreted through a process that combines
intenon and chance. A sketch of poery and
cutlery inially drawn using ellipses and 
perspecve on one side of the paper, seeps 
through to the reverse side forming a trace. 

Stephen Lee 
www.stephenleesculptor.co.uk

Preparing for a Feast
Tar bleed through paper



Luke Ralphs
www.lukeralphs.info 

Cubic Surfaces

The collecon of models inially appeared to
me isolated, like an impenetrable alphabet. 
But the discovery of the straight  lines, 
incised across the curved surfaces of the 
models, was surprising. When viewed from 
different angles, I imagined these to extend 
out, propelled into the surrounding 
architectural space, their trajectories 
echoing and bisecng the building’s internal 
structures and perspecves.

Ruth Millar

Titles:  ) X to the power of
            ) 
            )  to the power of



Kate Terry
www.kateterry.co.uk

Regular solids 
Kate Terry’s pracce encompasses 
sculpture, installaon and drawing, 
exploring the interplay of the hand 
craed in relaon to repe ous and 
serial forms and gestures. Her sculptures
consider concerns of weight and presence
with direct emphasis on their physicality,
form and colour associaons. For 
Illegimate Objects, Terry has made a set
of cast geometric solids that comprise 
various regular forms including a hexagon,
dome, and prism. The sculptures are 
highly pigmented using both fluorescents 
and sherbert-like hues. This arrangement 
of forms suggests a fricon between an art
object and a learning resource.

Felicity Shillingford
www.felicityshillingford.co.uk

Strings and Sequences
Oxidised metal supports with broken 
strings are how Schilling string models 
look today. Reminiscent of the string art 
which proudly hung on our walls in the 
’s, these were three dimensional and

superior in structure and complexity. They
had their own rhythms and systems that 
combined to describe a solid form. Naum
Gabo used similar techniques in his 
construcvist sculptures, making flowing
forms using perspex and fishing line 
ordering and balancing during a turbulent
me in history. Strings and Sequences are
exploraons using wire, thread, string and
sequenced acons to create paerns or 
visual maps.



Annabel Ralphs
www.annabelralphs.com

‘Bin it’

The Bourbaki quest for purity and rigour
in mathemacs le no room for models
and diagrams. My work, however, focuses
on imperfecon and slippage inherent in
realisaons of ‘exact’ templates, measure
and diagrams.

Brass rule, drawing in clay from beneath
the Andrew Wiles Building, 
waste-heaps at Portland Stone Quarry.

Encountering the collecon of geometric objects, mysterious, seemingly solid forms that were really about surfaces, I looked at how and what they represented. Amidst talk of conics, curves, Cartesian coordinates, the algebraic equaons from which the models are generated, I learned a ruled surface is swept out by a line moving in space.
I explored the way conic secons figure in physical moon, recording events on a horizontal plane - drawn lines tracing curves, defining space, depicng movement. The drawings are relaonal and stand as themselves while referring to something other - an intenonally selecve and specific form of representaonDiane Jones-Parry

Legimate drawings?

Encountering the collecon of geometric 
objects, mysterious, seemingly solid forms 
that were really about surfaces, I looked at
how and what they represented. Amidst talk
of conics, curves, Cartesian coordinates, the
algebraic equaons from which the models
are generated, I learned a ruled surface is 
swept out by moving a line in space.
I explored the way conic secons figure in 
physical moon, recording events on a 
horizontal plane - drawn lines tracing curves, 
defining space, depicng movement. The 
drawings are relaonal and stand as 
themselves while referring to something 
other - an intenonally selecve and specific
form of representaon.

Titles: ellipcal orbit, parabolic pathways,
            intersecng the periodic swing 





Hepworth Museum, St Ives


